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MEDIQ COMPACT MOTORIST FIRST AID KIT 
SOFT PACK
FACMS

- Sturdy soft pack design with carry strap handle
- Ideal for in car glove box, boot or for general use
- Tamper resistant zip tied

MEDIQ ESSENTIAL VEHICLE FIRST AID KIT  
SOFT PACK
FAEVS

- Durable soft case design including carry strap handle 
- Ideal for in car glove box, in tradesman storage cabinets, boot or for  
 general use
- Tamper resistant zip tied

MEDIQ INCIDENT READY KIT SOFT PACK
FAMKS

- 5 Individually packed modules within each kit: Burns, Eye,  
 Haemorrhage (Major Bleeding), Minor Wounds, Outdoor/Snake/Spider 
- External case includes carry handle
- Tamper resistant zip tied

MEDIQ OUTDOOR/SNAKE/SPIDER MODULE  
UNIT SOFT PACK
FAMO

- Practical & functional in stressful injury situations
-	Easily	identified	module
-	Contains	content	specific	to	outdoor	injuries	&	snake/spider	bites

PHILIPS HEARTSTART AUTOMATED  
HS1 EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATOR
DEFIB-HS1

- Designed for the ordinary person in the extraordinary moment,  
 Philips HeartStart HS1 AED is ready to act & virtually ready to go
- It allows anyone to treat the most common cause of suspected  
 sudden cardiac arrest by delivering a shock quickly & effectively
- Provides real-time guidance through step-by-step voice commands

PHILIPS DEFIBRILLATOR  
HEART START FRX
DEFIB-FRX

- Features intuitive, step-by-step voice instructions, including CPR  
 guidance, & an audible metronome to help guide basic life support  
 responders while treating a suspected sudden cardiac arrest
- Pre-connected SMART Pads II can be used for both adults & children
- Rugged, lightweight & reliable, it can withstand rough handling  
 & extreme temperatures

STRYKER HEARTSINE SAMARITAN  
PAD 350P/360P AEDS
STRYKER/HEARTSINE

-	Semi-automatic/fully	automatic	public	access	defibrillators
- Compact, easy-to-use, lifesaving technology for public access
- Detects motion, such as performing CPR or moving the patient,  
 to reduce the likelihood that the user is touching the patient prior  
 to shock delivery

 VEHICLE FIRST AID KIT
10030524

- Complies with the current WHS  
 regulations for work vehicles
- The ideal grab and run deluxe  
	 vehicle	first	aid	kit
- Packed with quality hospital grade  
 extras like splinter probes, hydrogel  
 burn gel, saline eye wash, instant  
 ice pack and more
- Medium sized case with internal  
 compartments for easy organisation,  
 making you ready for that   
 unexpected road side emergency
- 179 pieces
- 10 people


